#ourNCTstory
a time of rediscovery and renewal

forward agenda
2017-20 strategy

why?
There is no more important job on earth
than being a parent
And the first 1,000 days are crucial to later life chances
But being a parent can be challenging and isolating too
For 60 years NCT has been supporting new and expectant
parents
we share knowledge
we make friends
and we come together to campaign for change
Yet we know that many more people could benefit from NCT
than do at present, and we know we can do more to
support parents postnatally
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So now, 60 years from our foundation,
NCT is committed to going further
By building on, not away from our roots
Building on all the good we do today, thanks to our incredible,
inspiring volunteers and practitioners
So that we’re here for all parents
Across the first 1,000 days
This requires fundamental renewal and reform
It is not about ‘just’ becoming a better version of ourselves
It is about fundamentally increasing our reach and expanding
our scope
It is a 10 year climb
With an extraordinary prize
Because our vision is of a world in which no parent is isolated and all
parents are supported to build a strong society
It is a vision of a boundless network – of parents supporting parents,
parenting together and parenting informed, whoever you are,
wherever you’re from
Because we see that as a movement of passionate people, standing
on our collective strength – our expertise, our scale and our brand –
we have a determination to do more and go further

Because this is the challenge of our founding spirit
because this is what parents need
and because, if not us, then who?
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our founder

“

It was all really rather simple
I thought there were
things people should know
and connections they
could make
I thought somebody
should do something
So I did

Prunella Briance
2016, recalling 1956

”
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our common purpose
Our vision is of a world in which no parent is isolated and all parents are
supported to build a strong society
So we start at the beginning
Our mission is to support parents through the first 1,000 days,
to have the best possible experience of pregnancy, birth and
early parenthood
We do this through three interconnected aims
Sharing knowledge – informing parents’ decisions
Creating networks – forging vital friendships
Harnessing voices – changing public policy and attitudes for good
Since 1956, we have supported millions of women and parents
through birth and early parenthood whilst also
securing major advances in professional
practice and public policy
Yet we know that many more people
could benefit from NCT than do
at present
And we know we can do more to
support parents after the birth
of their child
So now, 60 years from our foundation,
NCT is committed to going further
Building on, not away from our roots
So that we’re here for all parents
Across the first 1,000 days
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And to achieve this and fulfil our full potential, we commit
to five core goals for the decade ahead:

strengthening our core work in antenatal education and
infant feeding

increasing our reach into less affluent communities and to
parents at greater risk of isolation

expanding the support we provide to parents postnatally
modernising our public image to ensure we are seen as
consistently relevant and trusted in all sections of society
Being the best we can be – building a brilliant organisation to
support our incredible movement of volunteers and practitioners
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forward agenda
our strategy 2017-20
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Our ambition of supporting all parents
across the first 1,000 days requires
fundamental renewal and is a
10 year adventure
The essence of our strategy is to strengthen our core offer and
build a stronger organisation so that we generate the money,
platform, brand and energy we need to increase reach and
expand scope. These four goals will help modernise our image,
which in turn will support further growth

Our five core goals
unpack into 20 workstreams
for the next three years
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foundations
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We are putting the right foundations in place:
We have reduced costs (and driven income)
returning to a balanced core budget in 2017-18

We have developed a new reserves policy
to balance risk and strategic investment

We have put in place sufficient programme
management capacity
at the outset of an ambitious programme of renewal

In 2017-18:
We will ensure that communication, culture and
engagement are at the heart of NCT’s changes
We will ensure we have robust and current insight
to focus our offer, increase reach and expand scope on evidence
of what parents want and need
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strengthening
our core offer
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We will strengthen our core offer in order to
• maximise impact for parents we currently work with
• become a brand that is relevant and trusted in all sections of society
• create the efficiencies, savings and energy that will see us fit for growth
and facilitate our ambition of increasing reach and expanding scope

And we will do this by…
strengthening practice
by continually improving practitioner engagement and practice
quality; by undertaking a thorough review of the focus and composition
of our antenatal, breastfeeding and postnatal portfolios; by improving
efficiency and driving operational excellence with better course venues
and reduced course cancellations.

reviewing our model of practitioner education
to ensure it is optimised for quality, efficiency, accessibility and growth.

modernising our course booking process
making it easier to book our classes.

building a stronger sales function
increasing our reach through paid-for services and generating margin to
re-invest in supporting a wider group of parents.
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increasing
our reach

+

expanding
our scope
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We will create clear momentum (but not achieve
scale) on our ambition of increasing our reach
and extending our scope in order to
• support all parents
• across the first 1,000 days

And we will do this by…
radically improving our support for volunteers
reviewing the team structure to refocus on emerging priorities; providing
better support to branches including activity and fundraising support and
improving shared learning between branches; improved processes and tools
for recruitment, registration, induction and training; and better engagement.

developing new parent services (in what we’re calling the lab)
by completing both NCT Parent and Parents in Mind pilots, and researching
and developing new programmes and partnerships.

scaling up new direct-to-parent services (the market stall)
with analysis of the commissioned market; sales of service-ready
programmes to commissioners, foundations and commercial partners;
and packaging postnatal and breastfeeding drop-ins in a box for branches
(with delivery and fundraising templates).

improving our free online information for parents
with an overhaul of our online information centre to ensure our content is
accessible and relevant to all parents.

reinvigorating our campaigning voice
through national campaigns focused on maternal mental health,
maternity discrimination and policy development on postnatal care; and
through stronger support for NCT branches and Maternity Service Liaison
Committees / Maternity Voices Partnerships to campaign on issues that
matter locally.

creating a new proposition
for members and for supporters across the first 1,000 days.
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modernising
our image
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We will begin to modernise our image
• so that we are seen as consistently relevant and trusted in all sections
of society

And we will do this by…
upgrading our website
to improve its look and feel, making sure all parents feel welcome; and
developing relevant, practical content on issues that matter for parents.

refreshing our tone of voice
by developing a consistently supportive, non-judgemental, relevant, and
accessible tone of voice in communications.

building an increasingly positive media presence
by cultivating key relationships, and increasing our team of relatable,
accessible spokespeople.
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building

a stronger organisation
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We will build a stronger organisation in order to
• mitigate current risks
• better support our volunteers and practitioners
• ensure we are geared for growth
(increasing reach and expanding scope)

And we will do this by…
ensuring safeguarding processes are continually fit for purpose
including embedding new policies and procedures; consistent execution
of new concern-handling protocols and reporting; improved training and
communications; and reviewing the scope of criminal records checks.

de-risking our critical dependency on Intrabiz
including a seamless transition without disruption to service or income.

significantly improving our IT capability across data, web
development and infrastructure
by embedding data governance, ensuring all data is Data Protection Act
compliant; and ensuring data quality and accuracy; by development and
implementation of user-friendly bespoke software; by providing a secure
and stable Content Management System and improving IT systems
and infrastructure.

building management capacity
including Leadership Team development and consistent standards of
line management; better financial management information and budgetholder led quarterly reforecasting; building a clear annual planning process
within a three-year strategic framework.
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goals and workstreams
summary

all parents, first 1,000 days
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pace and focus
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focus 2017-20
our ambition means we are, of necessity,
trying to do three things at once

increase and expand

strengthen, build,
modernise

grow
NCT
#ourNCT
story

improve
NCT

run
NCT

core business:
100k attending classes
325 branches
5.5k volunteers, 1200 practitioners
and 240 staff
£16m turnover
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focus 2017-20
or six things, if you unpack improving and growing NCT a
stage further
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focus 2017-20
Our ambition of supporting all parents across the first 1,000 days
requires fundamental renewal and is a 10 year adventure
We see two core considerations to determining focus and
pace through 2017-2020:
1. We need to keep on delivering an operation of significant scale and
complexity, year on year, on a currently inefficient platform
2. NCT is a movement of thousands of differing personalities
and perspectives
And then looking in a little more detail at each of our five core goals…
• Building a better organisation is essential now – because currently
our organisation is not geared for growth and we are carrying risk in
mission-critical areas
• Strengthening our core offer whilst essential and not easy is about
renewing existing services and systems and financially feasible within
our current model
• Whilst we have extraordinary potential and promising beginnings,
our fundamental ambitions of increasing reach and expanding scope
require new models of delivery and new income streams
• Modernising our image is a long term goal – our image will only truly
shift when it is authentically rooted in what we do
This means that through 2017-2020, the balance of our time and
investment will be more geared towards improving than growing, whilst
keeping a close focus on running
Yet critically, we will not lose momentum on increasing reach and
expanding scope through 2017-2020
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focus 2017-20
grow

improve
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build
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all parents, first 1,000 days.
a 10-year climb.
first three years, 20 workstreams.

des728

if not us, then who?

